The PAI-1 Antagonist TM5441 Attenuates L-NAME-Induced Hypertension and Vascular Senescence
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Abstract

**Background**—Long-term inhibition of nitric oxide synthase (NOS) by L-arginine analogues such as N°-nitro-L-arginine methyl ester (L-NAME) has been shown to induce senescence *in vitro* and systemic hypertension and arteriosclerosis *in vivo*. We previously reported that PAI-1-deficient mice (PAI-1°/°) are protected against L-NAME-induced pathologies. In this study, we investigated whether a novel, orally active PAI-1 antagonist (TM5441) has a similar protective effect against L-NAME treatment. Additionally, we studied whether L-NAME can induce vascular senescence *in vivo* and investigated the role of PAI-1 in this process.

**Methods and Results**—Wild-type (WT) mice received either L-NAME or L-NAME and TM5441 for 8 weeks. Systolic blood pressure was measured every 2 weeks. We found that TM5441 attenuated the development of hypertension and cardiac hypertrophy compared to animals that had received L-NAME alone. Additionally, TM5441-treated mice had a 34% reduction in periaortic fibrosis relative to animals on L-NAME alone. Finally, we investigated the development of vascular senescence by measuring p16Ink4a expression and telomere length in aortic tissue. We found that L-NAME increased p16Ink4a expression levels and decreased telomere length, both of which were prevented with TM5441 co-treatment.

**Conclusions**—Pharmacological inhibition of PAI-1 is protective against the development of hypertension, cardiac hypertrophy, and periaortic fibrosis in mice treated with L-NAME. Furthermore, PAI-1 inhibition attenuates the arterial expression of p16Ink4a and maintains telomere length. PAI-1 appears to play a pivotal role in vascular senescence, and these findings suggest that PAI-1 antagonists may provide a novel approach in preventing vascular aging and hypertension.
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Introduction

Endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) is an enzyme that catalyzes the formation of nitric oxide (NO) from L-arginine. NO is an important signaling molecule that is involved in a variety of physiological processes, most notably the regulation of vascular tone and structure. By stimulating the production of cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) in vascular smooth muscle cells surrounding blood vessels, NO causes muscle relaxation and a decrease in blood pressure. Additionally, NO has atheroprotective, anti-thrombotic, and anti-inflammatory properties through its ability to inhibit platelet aggregation, expression of adhesion molecules, and lipid oxidation. Mice lacking expression of eNOS lose the ability to produce vascular NO, and as a result develop hypertension. Similar results are also seen when NOS activity is blocked by the competitive inhibitor Nω-nitro-L-arginine methyl ester (L-NAME). NO also has important biological functions outside of the vasculature, including roles in the gastrointestinal, respiratory, nervous, and immune systems.

It has been reported that NO suppresses the expression of plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1) in vascular smooth muscle cells. Similarly, long-term inhibition of NOS in rats by L-NAME treatment resulted in increased vascular PAI-1 expression. PAI-1 is the primary physiological inhibitor of plasminogen activation and is a member of the SERPIN superfamily of serine protease inhibitors. In plasma, PAI-1 has a critical role in regulating endogenous fibrinolytic activity and resistance to thrombolysis. In vascular tissues, PAI-1 mediates the response to injury by inhibiting cellular migration and matrix degradation. Additionally, substantial evidence exists showing that PAI-1 may contribute to the development of fibrosis and thrombosis due to chemical or ionizing injury. In the absence of vascular injury or hyperlipidemia, our group has reported that transgenic mice overexpressing a stable
form of human PAI-1 develop spontaneous coronary arterial thrombosis.\textsuperscript{15}

We have also previously reported that PAI-1 deficiency prevents the development of perivascular fibrosis associated with long-term NOS inhibition by L-NAME.\textsuperscript{16, 17} In the present study, we demonstrate that a novel, orally active small molecule inhibitor of PAI-1, TM5441, is as effective as complete deficiency of PAI-1 in protecting against L-NAME-induced pathologies. TM5441 is a derivative of the previously reported PAI-1 inhibitor TM5275,\textsuperscript{18} which was generated by optimizing the structure-activity relationships of the lead compound TM5007.\textsuperscript{19} TM5007 was originally identified as a PAI-1 inhibitor by virtual, structure-based drug design which used a docking simulation to select candidates that fit within a cleft in the 3-dimensional structure of human PAI-1.

Beyond examining PAI-1 in L-NAME-induced arteriosclerosis, the present study focuses on the roles of NO and PAI-1 in vascular senescence. Senescent endothelial cells exhibit reduced eNOS activity and NO production,\textsuperscript{20, 21} and NO has been shown to be protective against the development of senescence, an effect that is abrogated by L-NAME treatment.\textsuperscript{22, 23} However, the role of NO and L-NAME in vascular senescence \textit{in vivo} is uncertain. PAI-1 is recognized as a marker of senescence and is a key member of a group of proteins collectively known as the senescence-messaging secretome (SMS).\textsuperscript{24} However, it is likely that PAI-1 is not just a biomarker of senescence, but instead may be a critical driver of this process. Evidence supporting this hypothesis has already been shown \textit{in vitro}. PAI-1 expression is both necessary and sufficient to drive senescence \textit{in vitro} downstream of p53, and PAI-1-deficient murine embryonic fibroblasts are resistant to replicative senescence.\textsuperscript{25, 26} However, very little is known about the role of PAI-1 in senescence \textit{in vivo}.

In this study, we show that L-NAME treatment and the subsequent loss of NO production
induces vascular senescence in wild-type (WT) mice, and that treatment with the PAI-1 antagonist TM5441 is protective against this senescence. Therefore, in addition to validating TM5441 as a potential therapeutic, we also have demonstrated a role for L-NAME, NO, and PAI-1 in vascular senescence in vivo.

Methods

TM5441 Activity and Specificity Assays

The inhibitory activity and specificity of TM5441 (developed at the United Centers for Advanced Research and Translational Medicine (ART), Tohoku University Graduate School of Medicine, Miyagi, Japan) was assessed using recombinant PAI-1, antithrombin III, and α2-antiplasmin by chromogenic assay as previously described.27, 28 The reaction mixture includes 0.15 mol/L NaCl, 50 mmol/L Tris-HCl pH 8, 0.2 mmol/L CHAPS, 0.1% PEG-6000, 1% dimethylsulfoxide, 5 nmol/L of either human active PAI-1 (Molecular Innovations, Southfield, MI), human antithrombin III (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO) or human α2-antiplasmin (Sigma-Aldrich), 2 nmol/L of either human 2-chain tPA (American Diagnostica Inc., Stanford, CT), thrombin (Sigma-Aldrich) or plasmin (Sigma-Aldrich), and 0.2 mmol/L of either Spectrozyme tPA (Chromogenix, Milano, Italy), chromogenic substrate S-2238 (Sekisui medical, Tokyo, Japan), or chromogenic substrate S-2251 (Sekisui medical) at a final concentration. Tested compounds were added at various concentrations and the IC50 was calculated by the logit-log analysis.

TM5441 Pharmacokinetics and Toxicity

TM5441, suspended in a 0.5% carboxymethyl cellulose sodium salt (CMC) solution, was administered orally by gavage feeding to male Wistar rats (5 mg/kg) (CLEA Japan Inc.).
Heparinized blood samples were collected from the vein before (0 h) and 1, 2, 6, and 24 h after oral drug administration. Plasma drug concentration was determined on a reverse-phase high-performance liquid chromatography. Maximum drug concentration time (T_{max}), maximum drug concentration (C_{max}), and drug half-life (T_{1/2}) were then calculated.

All toxicity studies followed the International Conference on Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Registration of Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH) Harmonised Tripartite Guidelines at the non-GLP conditions. A repeated-dose toxicity study of TM5441 was assessed for 2 weeks in 5 Crl:CD (SD) rats per sex per group and no observed adverse effect level (NOAEL) was concluded at 30 mg/kg in female rats and 100 mg/kg in male rats. As for the reverse mutation Ames test, TM5441 was negative. The effect of TM5441 on hERG electric current was investigated in HEL293 cells, which were transfected with the hERG gene, and TM5441 does not affect on hERG electric current in a concentration of up to 10 mM.

**Experimental Animals**

Studies were performed on littermate 6-8 week old C57BL/6J mice of both sexes purchased from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME). L-NAME (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was administered in the drinking water at 1 mg/mL (approximately 100-120 mg/kg/day). TM5441 was mixed in the chow at a concentration of 20 mg/kg/day. This dose was based on both preliminary studies conducted in our laboratory feeding mice with TM5441 and on personal communication with Dr Miyata. The weight of chow consumed by the mice and their body weight were monitored. Mice remained in the study for 8 weeks before undergoing final measurements and tissue harvest. All experimental protocols were approved by the IACUC of Northwestern University.

**Blood Pressure**
Systolic and diastolic blood pressures were measured in conscious mice (n=12-13/group) at baseline and every 2 weeks thereafter using a non-invasive tail-cuff device (Volume Pressure Recording, CODA, Kent Scientific Corp, Torrington, CT). Mice were placed in the specialized holder for 10-15 minutes prior to the measurement in order to acclimate to their surroundings. The animals underwent 3 training sessions prior to initial baseline measurements. This method has been validated against classic tail plethysmography.

**Echocardiograms**

Left ventricular function at diastole was determined in the mice (n=12-13/group) with the use of two-dimensional (2D), M, and Doppler modes of echocardiography (Vevo 770, Visualsonics Inc., Toronto, Ontario, Canada). Mice were imaged at both baseline and after 8 weeks of treatment. The animals were anesthetized and placed supine on a warming platform. Parasternal long- and short-axis views were obtained in each mode to assess function.

**Histology and Morphometry**

Hearts and aortas were harvested from the animals after 8 weeks of treatment. The tissues were formalin fixed, paraffin embedded, and sectioned at 6 microns. Morphometric analysis was performed on left ventricular myocytes stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H & E) in order to calculate myocyte cross-sectional area using ImagePro Plus 6.3. Myocytes that had a clear, unbroken cellular membrane and a visible nucleus were cut transversely, traced, and the areas determined. Approximately 100 myocytes were counted per mouse (n=12-13/group). Morphometric analysis was also performed on aortic sections stained with Masson’s trichome in order to calculate the extent of perivascular fibrosis. The aorta and its surrounding collagen layer were traced, and the extent of fibrosis calculated by determining the percentage of the total area occupied by collagen (stained blue) (n=10-12/group).
qRT-PCR

Aortas harvested from subject mice were snap frozen in liquid nitrogen (n=6-11/group). Excess tissue was removed under a dissecting microscope. RNA was isolated using the Qiagen RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) using the manufacturer’s protocol. cDNA was generated from the RNA using the qScript cDNA Supermix (Quanta Biosciences, Gaithersburg, MD). Quantitative real-time PCR was performed using the SsoAdvanced SYBR Green Supermix (Biorad, Hercules, CA) along with primers for PAI-1 (F: 5’-ACGCCTGGTGCTGGTGAATGC-3’ and R: 5’-ACGGTGCTGCCATCAGACTTGTG-3’), p16Ink4a (F: 5’-AGGGCCGTGTGCATGACGTG-3’ and R: 5’-GCACCGGGCGGGAGAAGGTA-3’), and GAPDH (F: 5’-ATGTTCCAGTATGACTCCACTCACG-3’ and R: 5’-GAAGACACCAGTAGACTCCACGACA-3’) (Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc., Coralville, IA).

Average Telomere Length Ratio Quantification

Aortas and livers harvested from subject mice were snap frozen in liquid nitrogen (n=6-11/group). Excess tissue was removed under a dissecting microscope. Genomic DNA was isolated using the Qiagen DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) by following the manufacturer’s protocol, and then was used to measure telomere length by quantitative real-time PCR as previously described with minor modification.\(^29,30\) Briefly, telomere repeats are amplified using specially designed primers, which are then compared to the amplification of a single-copy gene, the 36B4 gene (acidic ribosomal phosphoprotein PO), to determine the average telomere length ratio (ATLR). Either 15 ng (aortas) or 100 ng (livers) of genomic DNA template was added to each 20 μl reaction containing forward and reverse primers (250 nM each for telomere primers, and 500 nM each for the 36B4 primers), SsoAdvanced SYBR Green Supermix
(Biorad, Hercules, CA), and nuclease free water. A serially diluted standard curve of 25 ng to 1.5625 ng (aortas) or 100 ng to 3.125 ng (livers) per well of template DNA from a WT mouse sample was included on each plate for both the telomere and the 36B4 reactions to facilitate ATLR calculation. Ct values were converted to ng values according to the standard curves, and ng values of the telomere (T) reaction were divided by the ng values of the 36B4 (S) reaction to yield the ATLR. The primer sequences for the telomere portion were as follows: 5’-CGGTTTGTTTGGGTTTGGGTTTGGGTTTGGGTT-3’ and 5’-GGCTTGCCTTACCCTTACCCTTACCCTTACCCTTACCCT-3’. The primer sequences for the 36B4 single copy gene portion were as follows: 5’-ACTGGTCTAGGACCCGAGAAG-3’ and 5’-TCAATGGTGCCTCTGGAGATT-3’. Cycling conditions for both primer sets (run in the same plate) were: 95 °C for 10 min, 30 cycles of 95 °C for 15 s, and 55 °C for 1 min for annealing and extension.

Statistical Analysis
All results are presented as mean ± SD. Comparisons between 2 groups were tested by an unpaired, 2-tailed Student’s t test (unless otherwise noted). Results with P<0.05 were considered significant.

Expanded methods and materials are in Supplemental Data.

Results
Generation and Validation of TM5441
TM5441 (molecular weight, 428.8 g/mol; cLogP, 3.319) was discovered through an extensive structure/activity relationship study with more than 170 novel derivatives with comparatively low molecular weights (400 to 550 g/mol) and without symmetrical structure, designed on the
basis of the original lead compound TM5007\textsuperscript{19} and an already successful modified version, TM5275. \textsuperscript{18} TM5007 was identified virtually by structure-based drug design after undergoing a docking simulation that selected for compounds that fit within the cleft of PAI-1 (s3A in the human PAI-1 3-dimensional structure) accessible to insertion of the reactive center loop (RCL). Compounds that bind in this cleft would block RCL insertion and thus prevent PAI-1 activity. Once TM5007 had been identified as a PAI-1 inhibitor both virtually and \textit{in vitro/in vivo}, further compounds were derived via chemical modification in order to improve the pharmacokinetic properties of the inhibitor, resulting in the generation of TM5275 and later TM5441 (Table 1).

The inhibitory activity of TM5441 was shown \textit{in vitro} by a chromogenic assay (Figure 1A and B) and its specificity was confirmed by demonstrating that it did not inhibit other SERPINs such as antithrombin III (Figure 1C) and \(\alpha\)-2-antiplasmin (Figure 1D).

\textbf{TM5441 Attenuates the Effects of L-NAME on Systolic Blood Pressure}

6-8 week old WT C57BL/6J animals were given either L-NAME (1 mg/mL) water or regular water for 8 weeks. Additionally, animals received either TM5441 (20 mg/kg/day) chow or regular diet. Systolic blood pressure (SBP) was measured every 2 weeks over the course of the study. As shown in Figure 2A, animals given L-NAME in their drinking water for 8 weeks had a 35% increase in SBP compared to WT animals receiving untreated water (183 ± 13 mmHg vs. 135 ± 16 mmHg, \(P=3.1\times10^{-7}\)). However, animals receiving both L-NAME and the PAI-1 inhibitor TM5441 had significantly lower SBPs compared to those that received L-NAME alone (163 ± 21 mmHg vs. 183 ± 13 mmHg, \(P=0.009\)). This difference in SBP between L-NAME and L-NAME + TM5441 animals was similar to previously reported data comparing L-NAME-treated WT and PAI-1-deficient mice.\textsuperscript{16,17} Thus, we confirmed that pharmacologic inhibition of PAI-1 activity using the novel antagonist TM5441 protects against L-NAME-induced
hypertension to a similar degree as the full genetic knockout. As a control, we also looked at animals receiving only TM5441 in order to show that the drug had no off-target effects on SBP. These animals showed no difference in SBP compared to WT. Additionally, using LC/MS/MS, we confirmed the presence of TM5441 in the plasma of our co-treated animals and showed that the concentration of TM5441 correlated slightly with SBP (Supplemental Figure 1).

**TM5441 Reduces Cardiac Hypertrophy Derived from L-NAME Treatment**

As seen in Figure 2B, L-NAME-treated animals showed a significant thickening of their left ventricle anterior wall (LVAW) during diastole relative to WT (1.00 ± 0.11 mm vs. 0.86 ± 0.11 mm, P=0.006). PAI-1 antagonism attenuated LVAW thickness compared to L-NAME treatment alone (0.84 ± 0.09 mm vs. 1.00 ± 0.11 mm, P=0.002). This reduction in cardiac hypertrophy was seen at the cellular level as well (Figure 2C). Left ventricle myocyte cross-sectional area significantly increased in WT + L-NAME mice compared to WT (334 ± 37 μm² vs. 262 ± 31 μm², P=0.00003), but co-treatment with TM5441 reduced the extent of hypertrophy compared to L-NAME treatment alone (300 ± 42 μm² vs. 334 ± 37 μm², P=0.04). Animals receiving only TM5441 were not significantly different from WT in either measurement.

**TM5441 Prevents the Development of Periaortic Fibrosis**

Cross-sections from the aorta were stained with Masson’s trichome to examine the extent of perivascular fibrosis. As shown in Figure 3, the ratio of fibrotic area compared to total vascular area was significantly increased in L-NAME-treated animals compared to WT (31 ± 6 % vs. 22 ± 3%, P=0.0006). However, co-administration of TM5441 with L-NAME prevented collagen accumulation around the aorta so that these animals maintained a baseline level of fibrosis (22 ± 3% vs. 32 ± 6% for WT + L-NAME, P=0.0006). Thus, PAI-1 inhibition prevents the structural remodeling of the vasculature associated with L-NAME treatment.
TM5441 Protects Against L-NAME-Induced Vascular Senescence

Previous *in vitro* work has demonstrated that the loss of NO through L-NAME treatment can lead to endothelial cell senescence.\(^{22,23}\) In this study, we determined the level of senescence *in vivo* in aortas using quantitative RT-PCR. When examining the senescence marker \(p16^{\text{ink4a}}\), we found that while L-NAME treatment significantly increased the expression of \(p16^{\text{ink4a}}\) three-fold (\(P=0.008\) vs. WT), this increase was prevented by TM5441 co-treatment (\(P=0.01\) vs. WT + L-NAME) (Figure 4A). We confirmed these results by using a PCR method to measure average telomere length ratio (ATLR) in both liver (Figure 4B) and aorta (Figure 4C).\(^{29,30}\) In both tissues, L-NAME significantly reduced telomere length, whereas those animals receiving L-NAME and TM5441 had no change in telomere length relative to WT animals.

Discussion

Long-term NOS inhibition leads to hypertension through the combination of the loss of NO-dependent vasodilation and arteriosclerotic remodeling of the vasculature.\(^{5-7}\) Similar to previously reported data,\(^{16,17}\) in the present study SBP increased after only 2 weeks of L-NAME treatment and continued to rise throughout the study. However, when the animals were simultaneously treated with L-NAME and the PAI-1 inhibitor TM5441, the increase in SBP was blunted. This reduction in SBP is similar to that seen previously with PAI-1-deficient mice,\(^{16,17}\) indicating that TM5441 is effective in minimizing the effects of L-NAME on SBP. These results correlate with our previous observations that loss of PAI-1 is protective against angiotensin II-induced hypertension (Supplemental Figure 2), thus demonstrating that the effect of PAI-1 on SBP is NO-independent. To our knowledge, this is the first instance of a non-anti-hypertensive drug successfully preventing systolic hypertension.
Left ventricular hypertrophy is a common consequence of hypertension. Accordingly, we used echocardiography and histology to evaluate the left ventricle in the experimental animals. L-NAME caused significant increases in both wall thickness and myocyte cross-sectional area. TM5441 treatment reduced these compensatory responses by 16% and 10%, respectively. This reduction in hypertrophy further demonstrates that PAI-1 inhibition effectively protects against hypertension and its associated pathologies.

In addition to the changes in blood pressure, we directly examined the changes in vascular remodeling caused by L-NAME by quantifying the extent of periaortic fibrosis in these animals. L-NAME-treated mice had almost 50% more fibrosis surrounding their aortas as compared to the aortas from untreated WT. This increase was completely attenuated in animals receiving both L-NAME and TM5441, as these mice had identical levels of fibrosis to that observed in untreated WT controls. Excess PAI-1 is known to exacerbate the development of fibrosis in a variety of animal models,31,32 and L-NAME elevates arterial PAI-1 expression.9 Furthermore, we have previously shown that PAI-1 deficiency both augments gelatinolytic activity in coronary arteries using in situ zymography17 and protects against periaortic fibrosis induced by angiotensin II.33 Taken together, this data identifies a mechanism through which PAI-1 deficiency is protective against collagen deposition and perivascular fibrosis. Thus, we would anticipate both the structural changes seen in the L-NAME-treated aortas and the protection against these changes provided by TM5441.

The capacity of TM5441 to prevent the increase in SBP and reduce the development of hypertrophy and arteriosclerosis makes it a promising therapeutic, particularly in the elderly population where arteriosclerosis likely makes a major contribution to this common malady. Even though TM5441 treatment did not fully attenuate the increase in SBP due to NOS
inhibition, the almost complete prevention of periaortic fibrosis indicates that PAI-1 inhibition is a novel approach to combat the structural remodeling in clinical situations and conditions associated with reduced NO production or bioavailability.

Loss of NO production has been shown to induce vascular senescence in vitro,\(^{22,23}\) and increased PAI-1 is an established as a marker of senescence.\(^{24,25}\) However, little work has been done to examine the role of NO in senescence in vivo. We determined that NOS inhibition can induce senescence in vivo by showing that L-NAME-treated aortas had a three-fold increase in expression of the senescence marker p16\(^{\text{Ink4a}}\) relative to WT controls. More importantly, we wanted to establish that PAI-1 is not just a marker of senescence, but rather is a critical driver of this process in vivo. This was confirmed by demonstrating that aortic p16\(^{\text{Ink4a}}\) levels in mice treated with both L-NAME and TM5441 were comparable to those seen in WT controls. This observation is in agreement with other data from this laboratory indicating that partial or complete deficiency of PAI-1 in the klotho mouse model is sufficient to prevent senescence and prolong survival (Mesut Eren, PhD, manuscript under review). Telomere length, another well-established cellular marker of physiological aging, was also examined in both aortic and hepatic tissues. We chose to examine the liver because it is a highly vascularized organ and has been previously shown to be affected by L-NAME.\(^{34}\) Both aortas and livers from L-NAME-treated animals showed significant decreases in ATLR that reflect the induction of senescence and accelerated aging. In both organs, co-treatment of L-NAME with TM5441 was able to maintain telomere length similar to WT levels.

The present study establishes PAI-1 as an important determinant of vascular senescence in vivo. Additionally, it is possible that all the pathological conditions developed in the L-NAME-treated animals (hypertension, perivascular fibrosis, and hypertrophy) could be
secondary effects from the induction of vascular senescence. This is further supported by the fact that age is the single greatest risk factor for cardiovascular disease (CVD).\textsuperscript{35, 36} PAI-1 expression is known to be both elevated in the elderly and in many conditions associated with aging such as obesity, insulin resistance, and vascular remodeling.\textsuperscript{37} Furthermore, NO production has been shown to decrease with age, even in healthy individuals.\textsuperscript{38} Combined with the data shown here, these findings indicate that age-related decreases in NO production can lead to vascular senescence and arteriosclerosis, and that this process may be prevented through PAI-1 inhibition. These findings certainly suggest that PAI-1 antagonists may eventually prove to be useful in preventing hypertension as well as protecting against the increased risk in CVD that accompanies aging.

In conclusion, we have shown that TM5441, a novel, orally active PAI antagonist, protects mice against L-NAME-induced vascular pathologies, including hypertension, fibrosis, and vascular senescence. TM5441 represents a novel therapeutic approach for the aging associated cardiovascular disease that merits further investigation.
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**Table 1.** Pharmacokinetic properties of PAI-1 inhibitors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inhibitor</th>
<th>Oral dose in rat</th>
<th>C&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt; (μM) †</th>
<th>T&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt; (h) ‡</th>
<th>T&lt;sub&gt;1/2&lt;/sub&gt; (h) §</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TM5007&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>50 mg/kg</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM5275&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>50 mg/kg</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM5441</td>
<td>5 mg/kg</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† maximum concentration achieved after administration
‡ time until maximum concentration is achieved
§ half-life in circulation

**Figure Legends:**

**Figure 1.** TM5441 specifically inhibits PAI-1. (A and B) TM5441 inhibited the PAI-1 activity in a dose dependent manner, but did not modify other SERPIN/serine protease systems such as (C) α2-antiplasmin/plasmin and (D) antithrombin III/thrombin. Data are mean ± SD. *P < 0.01 by one-way ANOVA and Dunnett’s test. n=3, N.S., not significant; tPA, tissue plasminogen activator.

**Figure 2.** The effect of L-NAME and TM5441 on hypertension and hypertrophy. (A) SBP was measured throughout the course of the study every 2 weeks. *P=0.009, #P=0.001, $P=3.1x10^{-7}$. (B) Echocardiograms were performed on 8 week old mice before sacrifice. Left ventricle anterior wall thickness (LVAW) was measured at diastole. *P=0.006, #P=0.002. (C) Left ventricles were cross-sectioned and stained using hematoxylin and eosin. Approximately 100 transversely cut myocytes per mouse were traced and cross-sectional area was quantified. *P=0.04, #P=0.00003, $P=0.01$. Data are mean ± SD. n=12-13.
Figure 3. TM5441 attenuates L-NAME-induced periaortic fibrosis. Cross-sections of the aorta were sectioned and stained with Masson’s trichome to evaluate the extent of fibrosis in (A) WT, (B) WT + TM5441, (C) WT + L-NAME, and (D) WT + L-NAME + TM5441 mice. Blue staining indicates the presence of collagen. (E) The ratio of fibrotic to total vascular area was calculated. *P=0.006. Data are mean ± SD. n=10-12.

Figure 4. L-NAME induces vascular senescence. (A) Expression levels of p16\textsuperscript{Ink4a} mRNA normalized to GAPDH. *P=0.008 #P=0.01. Average telomere length ratio (ATLR) for (B) livers and (C) aortas. (B) *P=0.02 (C) *P=0.01 #P=0.003. Data are mean ± SD. n=6-11.
Figure 1

A) tPA activity (OD405 nm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ctrl</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tPA</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAI-1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM5441 (100 μM)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B) tPA activity (OD405 nm) vs [TM5441 (μM)]

C) Plasmin activity (OD 405 nm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ctrl</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plasmin</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α2-Antiplasmin</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM5441 (100 μM)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D) Thrombin activity (OD 405 nm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ctrl</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thrombin</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antithrombin III</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM5441 (100 μM)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

Supplemental Methods

**TM5441 LC/MS/MS:** Samples were separated initially on a phenomenex column (C18, 1.7µm, 2.1 x 50 mm column, Waters Corporation, Milford, Massachusetts, USA) run by a Shimadzu HPLC system (Shimadzu corp., Kyoto, Japan) using a gradient of acetonitrile (ACN) with 0.1% formic acid. Mass spectrometry detection was performed on an Applied Biosystems API-4000 MS/MS system (Applied-Biosystems, Foster City, California, USA) with an atmospheric pressure electrospray ionization source. Analyst 1.5 software packages were used to control the LC-MS/MS system, acquire data, and analysis. All analyses were carried out in positive ionization with spray voltage set at 5500 V. The heated capillary temperature was set at 550 °C. The curtain gas, ion source gas 1, ion source gas 2, entrance potential, collision exit potential, and declustering potential were set at 10, 55, 55, 10, 10, 70 Arb, respectively. The collision energy was set at 20 and 25 for TM5441 and IS, respectively. For quantification, multiple reactions monitoring (MRM) was utilized for the transitions 429.1 m/z → 230.5 m/z for TM5441 and 429.1 m/z → 230.5 m/z for IS.

A stock solution of TM5441, 1 mg/mL, was prepared in DMSO. TM5441 standard solutions that ranged from 50 ng/mL to 250,000 ng/mL were prepared by serial dilutions in DMSO. The indomethacin (IS) stock solution was prepared in ACN with a final concentration of 1 mg/mL. The calibration curve was prepared by spiking 10 µL of the appropriate intermediate analytical standard into 490 µL blank mouse plasma to yield a concentration range of 1 ng/mL to 5,000 ng/mL. The quality control (QC) samples were prepared similarly at concentrations of 10 ng/mL and 1,000 ng/mL in mouse plasma by separately weighed compound.
A 50 µL aliquot of plasma was transferred to a 2 mL eppendorf micro centrifuge tube and 200 µL of cold IS solution was added. For double blank samples, a 50 µL aliquot of blank plasma was added to 200 µL of cold ACN. The samples were then vortexed for 10 mins, followed by centrifugation at 14k rpms and 4°C for 10 mins and 100 µL of supernatant was collected in a 96-well plate. A 2µL aliquot was injected into the LC-MS/MS system for analysis. The QC samples were injected after every six unknown samples.

**Angiotensin II Blood Pressure:** apoE<sup>−/−</sup> and pai-1<sup>−/−</sup> mice, both of which are in the C57BL/6J background, were purchased from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME) and then crossed to generate apoE<sup>−/−</sup> pai-1<sup>−/−</sup>. Saline and angiotensin II (AngII) solutions were infused into either apoE<sup>−/−</sup> or apoE<sup>−/−</sup> pai-1<sup>−/−</sup> using osmotic minipumps (Alzet, type 1002, Durect Corporation, Cupertino, CA) that were implanted subcutaneously. Minipumps were loaded with Ang II resuspended in 0.9% sterile saline solution to deliver a dose of 600 ng/kg/min for 14 days. Mice in the control group received saline only. Systolic blood pressure was measured in conscious mice once a week using a non-invasive tail-cuff system (BP 2000, Visitech Systems, NC). Animals were habituated to the measurement conditions (under a restrainer on temperature controlled platform for up to one hour) for 3 days before recording the baseline measurements. Three sets of 10 measurements were recorded for each animal approximately at the same time of the day.
**Supplemental Figure 1.** SBP as a function of plasma levels of TM5441. LC/MS/MS measurements were used to confirm the presence of TM5441 in the plasma from L-NAME-treated animals. The average concentration in the WT + L-NAME + TM5441 group was 535 ng/mL. The amount of TM5441 correlated with the reduction of SBP, though not significantly. $R^2 = 0.1448$. 
Supplemental Figure 2. PAI-1 deficiency protects against angiotensin II-induced hypertension.

Mice were administered either angiotensin II (AngII) or saline via osmotic mini-pump for 2 weeks. PAI-1 deficiency attenuated the increase in SBP due to AngII. ApoE deficiency has no effect on SBP and should be regarded as identical to WT animals. Data are mean ± SD. n=12. *P=0.01.